
1967 Pioneer Award

The Awards Committee of the IEEE Group on Aerospace and
Electronic Systems has named Lloyd Espenschied and Russell C.
Newhouse as joint recipients of its annual Pioneer Award for 1967.
The award is in recognition of the individual and the joint con-

tributions of Mr. Espenschied and Mr. Newhouse to the conception
and development of frequency-modulated-type radio altimeters. Their
joint effort led directly to the first models flight-demonstrated with
success and manufactured in quantity for installation on commercial
aircraft. The frequency-modulated type of radio altimeter has since
come into extensive use as an aid of particular value during the final
stages of instrument approach of aircraft.

In a long and fruitful career, Mr. Espenschied has also made not-
able, perhaps better known, contributions to other facets of the
electronic art. These have been in the areas of long distance radio
and wire telephony, coaxial cable transmission, and crystal filter
circuits. Mr. Newhouse has made notable contributions to defense
electronics systems, television, radar, computers, and navigation aids.
Details on the life and work of Mr. Espenschied and Mr. Newhouse
are given in the accompanying biographical-historical sketches.
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Lloyd Espenschied (A'12-M'l3-SM'18-F'24) was born retold here in a journal that treats aeronautical and navi-
on April 27, 1889, in St. Louis, Mo. After attending the gational electronics as one of its major and traditional
Manual Training High School in Brooklyn, N. Y., he fields of interest.
went on to study electrical engineering at Pratt Institute Concerning the earliest origins of the idea of radio
of Brooklyn, graduating in 1909. In his youth he had be- altimetry in general, and the frequency-modulation type
come interested in amateur radio; during his summer in particular, this is one of those cases where it is difficult,
vacations from school, 1907 to 1909, he worked as wireless and no doubt profitless, to attempt to name some one
operator for the United Wireless Telegraph Company of person as "absolutely the first." One can only try to
America. recognize the role played by the significant contributors.
Upon graduating, he joined the Telefunken Wireless As observed in a previous Pioneer Award article:3

Telegraph Company of America as assistant engineer. Great ideas have often occurred at about the same time
In 1910 he entered the American Telephone and Tele- to a number of persons in different areas, quite indepen-
graph Company (ATT), a Bell System association that dently. Apparently, there occur times when the practical
lasted until his retirement in 1954. At ATT, Mr. Espen- need for something new, and the advances in the background
schied began as a development engineer in the engi- state-of-art, reach a simultaneous culmination. The germinal
neering department; then he headed small groups charged ideas inevitably sprout forth from several conceivers....
with radio and carrier development in the Department of
Development and Research. In 1934 that department The germs of the idea of radio altimetry may be traced
became a part of ATT's Bell Telephone Laboratories back to the midtwenties when two groups of experi-
(BTL), and Mr. Espenschied became research consul- menters first developed techniques and apparatus for
tant until his retirement in 1954. measuring distance by timing the travel of radio waves,
At ATT, Mr. Espenschied took an active part, begin- sent out from a transmitter and returned to a receiver as

ning about 1915, in radio telephony, involving both ship- a reflection or echo from some target. Appleton and
to-shore and transoceanic services. One notable outcome Barnett in England, in 1924, used the FM-CW method.
was the first commercial trans-Atlantic telephone cir- Breit and Tuve in the U.S.A., in 1925, used the pulse
cuit, operating by radio at low frequency. He published method. Both groups had developed their pioneering
several papers on propagation studies, and served as techniques initially for the purpose of determining the
contact engineer with respect to foreign administra- height above the earth of the radio reflecting layer, called
tions. The development of ship-to-shore radio telephony the ionosphere. The existence of such a layer had been
led into broadcasting, whereupon he took a leading part predicted, on theoretical grounds, by Heaviside in
in implementing toll broadcasting by radio and wire England and by Kennelly in the U.S.A. as far back as
networks. (The latter was the subject of his U. S. patent 1902 [2].
1 633 082, filed 1922 and issued 1927.) Subsequent improvements in both techniques were
In the field of wire carrier-current telegraphy and made possible by the development of higher power trans-

telephony, notable among Mr. Espenschied's contribu- mitters, more sensitive receivers, higher frequency com-
tions was his invention, jointly with his associate, Her- ponents, more directive antennas, more sensitive and pre-
man A. Affel, relating to wideband coaxial cable systems' cise timing apparatus, etc. A host of practical applica-
[1]. Entering into that system were filters using quartz tions of these techniques came into being, such as radar
crystal elements instead of the usual coil-and-condenser in its multitudinous forms, distance measuring equip-
resonators.' ment (DME), radio altimetry, hyperbolic navigation sys-
Mr. Espenschied has about 130 U. S. patents to his tems (Gee, Loran, Decca, etc.), and many other civil

credit, as well as some 50 technical papers. He has con- and military radio detection, location, and navigation
tributed to the electrical communications art not only as systems. Working in, and contributing to, these areas of
an inventor, but also as an engineering executive stimu- application were many people all over the world. As
lating the technical efforts of others, and as an active regards the radio altimeter, the first practical equipment,
participant in many national and international confer- manufactured in quantity and installed in commercial
ences concerning this subject. Mr. Espenschied is also aircraft, was developed jointly by Espenschied and 1967
recognized as an authority on the history of radio and G-AES Pioneer Award co-winner, R. C. Newhouse.
electronics; writings by him on this subject continue to The story of how Mr. Espenschied's attention first be-
enliven the pages of professional journals. came directed to the subject illustrates, in an interesting

Curiously enough, but as sometimes happens when a manner, how a phenomenon in one technical field may
person makes an important contribution in a field that is lead to techniques applicable to a quite different field.
somewhat apart from the area in which he has specialized, This story is next told here by means of a reprint,
Mr. Espenschied's contribution to radio altimetry is not in toto, of the article "Historic Firsts: Radio Altimeter"
too widely appreciated.2 The story is worthy of being [3]:

l U. 5. patent 1 795 204, 1931.
2 For a parallel case, the invention of GCA landing radar by the atomic physi-

cist, L. Alvarez, see "1963 Pioneer Award," IEEE Trans. on Aerospace and Naviga- a "1961 Pioneer Award" (J. A. Pierce, Loran system), IEEE Trans. on Aerospace
tional Electronics, vol. ANE-10, pp. 82-86,June 1963. and Navigational Electronics, vol. ANE-8, pp. 47-50, June 1961.
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While struggling with the problems of long-distance tele- culminating on October 8 and 9, 1938, in a joint demonstra-
phone lines during the early teen-age years of this century, tion for the press by the Laboratories, the Western Electric
Bell System engineers were considerably hampered by the Company, and the United Airlines. During one of the early
reflection of electrical waves at impedance irregularities flights, it was noticed that in addition to height above
along the line. These electrical echoes proved serious ob- ground, variations in the wave pattern on an oscillograph
stacles, particularly to the application of repeaters, and for gave indication of the character of the reflecting surface
a long time limited their use in circuits. The objectionable beneath. This suggested a still wider field of use, and pro-
characteristics of echoes on telephone lines was intimately posals were made that similar apparatus, designed to pro-
associated with the distance between the points of origin ject the beam ahead, could be used to give warning of ap-
and reflection. In fact, the effect of the echoes in producing proaching aircraft, mountains, or other obstructions. Ex-
a "humpy" impedance-frequency curve had been used by periments of this nature were carried out this same year in
telephone engineers to measure this distance, and thus New York harbor. In the avalanche of war developments
locate the position along the line of a defective loading coil that shortly followed, these and other suggestions were used
or other "irregularity." by the Laboratories in their many radar projects.
The work that had been carried on, and the precision

and beauty of the reflection phenomena, suggested to Lloyd The passage, in the last paragraph of the quoted article,
Espenschied that electrical reflections had merit in their hinting at radar as a by-product, is of particular interest
own right, and that they could be put to more positive use. in view of an anecdote to be related later in the present
One of the early applications that occurred to him was as article. Radio altimetry is, in fact, an application of
a warning and safety system for railways. His proposal was principles used also in radar; but which came first, and
to send an electric wave along the track ahead of the loco- who was responsible for the idea or invention of radar,
motive. A broken rail or another train would form an

a

impedance irregularity that would reflect the wave and the are subjects which the author of this sketch will not at-
arrival of the reflected wave at the locomotive would not tempt to resolve In both systems the time of travel of
only give warning of danger ahead, but would permit the radio energy is measured in order to determine distance.
distance to the danger to be determined and the train auto- In conventional radar short pulses are used, and there are
matically controlled. A patent on such a system was types of radio altimeters which use that mode of opera-
applied for in 1919, and patent No. 1 517 549 was granted in tion. The historically earlier method, that used in the
1924. Among the early ideas entertained at the time was Espenschied-Newhouse equipment, relies upon an in-
that of the use of a frequency-swing oscillator and beat- direct but elegant method of measuring travel time. This
frequency reception for indicating the distance-principles is the FM-CW mode of operation, and is explained in
later used in the radio altimeter. the basic Espenschied-Newhouse paper as follows [4]:
A number of allied and modified systems were devised in

the immediately following years, but meanwhile the airplane The method used in the present instrument is extremely
was rapidly assuming an important position in the trans- simple in theory. A radio transmitter is provided on the air-
portation field, and an electrical reflection system that would plane which sends toward the earth a signal, the frequency
give an airplane a continuous indication of its height above of which changes at a definite rate with respect to time.
ground seemed highly desirable. Barometer readings, the The signal is reflected by the earth and returns as an echo
only indications of distance available for this purpose after a time delay equal to twice the height, divided by the
heretofore, gave the height above sea level, and thus were velocity of propagation. During this interval the frequency
of little use when the elevation of the land beneath the of the transmitter has changed and now differs from that
plane was increasing rapidly, as when the plane was ap- of the echo by an amount equal to the product of the rate
proaching a chain of mountains or a city with tall buildings. of change of frequency and the time of transit. The re-
Espenschied therefore proposed an electrical reflecting sys- flected wave is combined in the plane receiver with some of
tem for use by airplanes using radio instead of rail trans- the outgoing wave energy and the difference or "beat"
mission. At that time, however, 1926, a really practical frequency is measured by a frequency meter. Since the read-
terrain clearance indicator could not be built, largely be- ing of the meter is that of the "beat" frequency, it is pro-
cause suitable radio instrumentalities were not available. portional to the time delay of the echo and, hence, to
It was felt that vacuum tubes capable of operating at fre- height and thus can be calibrated directly in feet.
quencies some fifty times higher than existing commercial In the same paper [4], there is a brief review of other
tubes could handle would be required before a satisfactory and parallel efforts in this field, citing names, patents,system could be built.

a

Although altitude determination was considered at vari- and references to the literature.
ous times following Espenschied's first suggestion, it was The evolution of this method is interesting because it
not until 1930 that patents were applied for, and it was not illustrates how one art is built upon another, and also the
until June 1936 that patents 2 045 071 and 2 045 072 were familiar story of separate inventors arriving at the same
granted to Espenschied for an airplane radio altimeter. answer almost simultaneously, actually somewhat in ad-
Considerable commercial interest was aroused, and in the vance of the existence of instrumentalities having the char-
following year a group of Laboratory engineers headed by acteristics required to make the invention practically ser-
R. C. Newhouse undertook to develop commercial appa- viceable.
ratus for Western Electric. Many systems employing electromagnetic waves for the

In 1938, a number of demonstration ffights were made, purpose of indicating altitudes of an aircraft have been
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Photograph of Newhouse's early radio altimeter equipment.4

proposed. Among early workers in this field who inde- Institute of Radio Engineers in October 1937. One of these
pendently of each other were concerned with methods was capable of providing a stable output of between five
involving frequency modulated waves were J. 0. Bentley of and ten watts at a frequency of approximately 500 mega-
the General Electric Company; Professor W. L. Everitt of cycles, so it became feasible to undertake the development
Ohio University and certain students in his department of of a practical terrain clearance meter.
Electrical Engineering including thejunior author and M. W. The Japanese have been experimenting recently with ap-
Hively; and the senior author. paratus operating upon the same basic theory and a paper
Under the direction of Professor Everitt, some experi- was published in Japanese in 1936. A later paper was pub-

mental work on the frequency modulation method, using lished in English in 1938 by the same author, which de-
wire lines, was undertaken in the school year 1928-29. On scribes the apparatus and the results of tests made on the
the basis of this work a grant was made by the Guggenheim ground over short distances with the equipment at rest.
Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics and an investigation
was continued with experimental tests during the following The rest of the article (delivered in 1938 and published
school year under the auspices of the Ohio State Engineering in 1939) goes into further details of the Espenschied-
Experiment Station. The experiments were reported upon Newhouse experiments and equipment: problems, circuit
in the bulletins of the Station, and in a graduate thesis of features, equipment development, and the extensive tests
the junior author and J. D. Corley. made with the apparatus installed in flying aircraft.
As early as 1920, the senior author proposed the use of As a result of the success of the practical demonstra-

electric wave reflection in railway safety systems and enter- tions, commercial apparatus was developed for manu-
tained the idea of frequency-modulated transmission with facture by the ATT's Western Electric Company division.
beat-tone detection for measuring distance along a track. This development was undertaken, beginning in 1938, at
Radio wave reflection for aircraft altitude determination was the request of United Air Lines, and carried out under
considered at times from 1926 to 1930 when a patent appli-
cation was filed for an arrangement similar to that which charge of R. C. Newhouse of BTL. Mr. Newhouse was
has been worked out, including the use of a frequency meter largely responsible for the actual realization of the ex-
to give continuously a visual indication of the altitude. perimental radio altimeter equipment described in the
At that time, however, a really practical terrain clearance Espenschied-Newhouse paper [4]. For more details on

indicator could not be built due in large part to the lack of Mr. Newhouse and his part in radio altimetry, reference
suitable radio instrumentalities. Vacuum tubes capable of is made to his biographical-historical sketch.
operating on frequencies approximately fifty times higher Before leaving the subject of the Espenschied-New-
than those generally available were indicated as necessary house paper [4] describing their early altimeter equipment,
before a satisfactory system could be built. there is next related a historical sidelight involving it that
A long-range program, however, of vacuum tube develop-

ment for high frequencies was under way in Bell Telephone
Laboratories. This resulted in the production of suitable

4 Reproduction of Fig. 3, Terrain Clearance Indicator Units, in Espenscheid
tubes, and they were described by A. L. Samuel to the and Newhouse [4]. (Reproduced by permission of Bell Telephone Labs., Inc.)
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illustrates the kind of shenanigans that go on in wartime. officer that LCT had been experimenting there on such
Mr. Espenschied will probably first learn about the story inoffensive things as broadcasting, direction finders,
by reading the present article. The incident was told to navigation aids, etc. Thinking he had Deloraine trapped,
the writer of this article by an old friend and colleague, the officer confronted him with the antenna and asked,
Richard E. Gray, of ITT Federal Laboratories (I1TFL), "What, then, is that?" Mr. Deloraine countered with the
Nutley, N. J., formerly of the London and Paris research question, "You Germans pride yourselves on keeping up
laboratories of International Telephone and Telegraph with the latest scientific advancements and literature?"
Corporation. The story was told to Mr. Gray by Mr. The officer acknowledged that this was so. "Well, then"
E. M. Deloraine, recently retired president of ITT's Paris asked Mr. Deloraine, "how come your scientists haven't
Laboratories, Laboratoire Central de Telecommunica- read this?" He showed the officer his copy of the Espen-
tions (LCT). schied-Newhouse article and pointed to the photograph
At the beginning of World War II, engineers of LCT there of the antenna.6 The interrogator's pride was some-

were familiar with the Espenscheid-Newhouse paper on what deflated by the apparent lapse in vaunted German
the FM-CW radio altimeter. The possibility occurred to thoroughness, and by having his ace-in-the-hole trumped.
them (as it no doubt did to others, including engineers He had no recourse but to accept Mr. Deloraine's ex-
at ATT-note reference [3] quoted previously) of using planation about innocent testing of a commercially avail-
the apparatus to detect one airplane from another. For able navigational apparatus described openly in the
this purpose, the airborne antenna would be oriented so literature. History does not record whether the German
as to direct the radio energy horizontally rather than officer had any lingering doubts.7
down to the ground; in effect, an FM-CW air-to-air The foregoing anecdote is presented to Mr. Espen-
radar.5 Such a device would clearly have important schied, historian of radio and electronics, to add to his
military potentiality. LCT procured one of the early stock of lore.
Espenschied-Newhouse altimeter equipments for the To return to Mr. Espenschied's career. He is a member
purpose of testing out the idea. Working on the tests were of numerous professional and technical societies. These
R. E. Gray, then stationed at LCT in Paris, and A. H. include the American Physical Society, Institute of Aero-
Reeves, now of ITT's London Laboratories, Standard nautical Sciences, American Association for the Ad-
Telecommunication Laboratories (STL), and of PCM vancement of Science, and the American Geographical
invention fame. The tests started with equipment set up Society. As regards the Institute of Electrical and Elec-
on the ground, and a large vertical screen of wire was tronic Engineers, Mr. Espenschied has gained "double-
erected to simulate a distant target airplane. The instal- entry," as a prior member of each of its two merged
lation was made at an LCT antenna field test station in predecessors, the AIEE and IRE. He is, in fact, a charter
the town of Trapp, near Paris. member of IRE; he was a member of its Board of
At this juncture (around June, 1940) the occupation of Directors from 1915 to 1926 and also in 1934. He was

Paris by the German military forces became imminent. named a Fellow of the IRE in 1924 and a Fellow of the
As a precaution, the French military authorities set out AIEE in 1930; thus, he may be said to be an F of the IE3.
to destroy all installations and equipment that might In 1935, Mr. Espenschied was co-receiver, with M. E.
possibly reveal important lines of scientific military re- Strieby of BTL, of the AIEE Best Paper Award, for their
search, should physical traces of apparatus be discovered paper on wideband coaxial systems [1]. In 1944 he re-
by the Germans. Everything of importance at Trapp, ceived the Television Broadcasting Association's first
therefore, was razed or destroyed. However, the little annual award; and in 1954, a citation from the Radio
airborne dipole antenna belonging to the Espenschied- Pioneers Association. In 1957 he received from his alma
Newhouse altimeter equipment was somehow overlooked; mater, Pratt Institute, an honorary Doctor of Science
it was left buried beneath the rubble, intact. degree in recognition of "the outstanding service he has
The German investigators went over the grounds at rendered to industry and to the nation through his sub-

Trapp with the proverbial fine tooth comb, and they stantial contributions to the field of communications and
uncovered the antenna. To an expert eye, its physical his notable achievements in fundamental and applied re-
dimensions could reveal the radio frequency band of search."
operation. This was around 500 MHz, rather advanced In 1940, Mr. Espenschied had received the top IRE
for those days. The Germans accordingly became suspi-
cious and thought they were on the trail (as they were) of
a secret experimental project of military value. 7 He certainly should have, in the light of information given by Mr. Espenschied
A German officer called upon Deloraine, then general to the author of this sketch during the course of its preparation. His altimeter patent,

U. S. 2 405 071, filed April, 1930, and issued June, 1936, excited a certain kind of
manager of LCT in Paris, to ask just what kind of work attention in certain quarters even before publication of the 1939 paper [4]. Mr.

Espenschied made a trip to Europe in 1937. In London, he was contacted by Robert
had been going on at Trapp. Deloraine informed the (now "Sir") Watson-Watt, who wanted to know of the adaptability of the altimeter

technique to detection of airplanes from the ground. At the time, Watson-Watt was
engaged in his famous top-secret development of British military radar. On the

6 It should be understood that the various early military radar experiments same trip, Mr. Espenschied visited Germany. The Germans also asked him about
were, because of top secrecy, not common kinowledge at the time; and in any case, the altimeter technique for airplane detection. Apparently this news never perco-
early radar equipment was, because of bulk, not practical for airborne installation. lated through their military channels to the German investigator at Trapp.
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award, its Medal of Honor, for his "accomplishments as REFERENCES
an engineer, as an inventor, as a pioneer in the develop- [1] L. Espenschied and M. E. Strieby, "Systems for wide-band transmission over

coaxial lines," presented before the AIEE, January 22, 1935. Also, Bell Syst.
ment of radio telephony, and for his effective contribu- Tech. J., vol. 13, October 1934.

[2] C. D. Tuska, "Historical notes on the determination of distance by timed radio
tions to the progress of international radio coordination." waves," J. Franklin Inst., vol. 237, pp. 1-20 and pp. 83-102, January and Feb-

ruary 1944. (This two part article contains a bibliography listing 81 further
Mr. Espenschied presently resides in Kew Gardens, references to literature and patents.)

New York. Although retired from BTL in 1954, he has [3] "Historic firsts: radio altimeter," Bell Lab. Rec., vol. 26, p. 18, January 1948.

hehas ~Quotations reprinted by permission.
continued to be active as a consultant and as a frequent [4] L. Espenschied and R. C. Newhouse, "A terrain clearance indicator" (sub-

titled, "A radio transmitter and receiver arrangement giving direct readings of
contributor to the history of radio-electronics, a history elevation of an airplane above the ground"), presented before the Inst. of Aero-

himself, has played a prominent role. nautical Sciences, Chicago, Ill., November 1938. Also, Bell Syst. Tech. J., vol.in which he, himself, has played a prominent role. 18, pp. 222-234, January 1939 (mono. B-1124).

Russell Conwell Newhouse (A'30-M'31-SM'43-F'56) prelude to the story of Mr. Newhouse's activity in the
was born in Clyde, Ohio, on December 7, 1906. He was field.
educated at Ohio State University, Columbus, receving At Ohio State University, around 1929, Prof. W. L.
the B.E.E. degree in 1929, and the M.S. degree in 1930. Everitt, noted scientist and author,' conceived ideas for a
His graduate work there was under a fellowship from the frequency-modulated CW radio altimeter. He put Mr.
Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics. Newhouse, then a senior student, to work on the project
During his summer vacations, 1926 to 1929, Mr. New- in the academic year 1928-1929, together with M. W.

house worked as draftsman and civil engineer for the Hively, another senior. Their senior thesis was on this
Ohio Fuel Gas Company. In 1930 he started an associa- subject [I]-[3].
tion with the Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL) that has Professor Everitt made a disclosure of his ideas to the
continued to the present time. From 1946 to 1951 he was U. S. Patent Office, but did not file a formal patent appli-
radio development engineer; from 1951 to 1955, military cation. He also submitted his ideas to the Guggenheim
development engineer; in 1955 he became Director of Foundation for evaluation [4]. James Doolittle, then
Military Systems Development; and he has been Director secretary of the Foundation, in turn asked Dr. Vannevar
of BTL's Radar Laboratory at Whippany, N. J. Bush and BTL for opinions. BTL considered the ideas
At BTL, Mr. Newhouse has worked in the fields of impractical at the time, but Dr. Bush recommended that

radio transmitters for aircraft, radio altimeters, tele- the Foundation give Ohio State University a financial
vision research, UHF and SHF radio, radar, computers, grant to support further experimental work. This was
and military weapons systems research and development. carried out for Prof. Everitt by Mr. Newhouse, then a
He has over sixteen patents to his credit, and has pub- graduate student. His master's degree thesis of 1930 was
lished numerous technical papers. on this subject. The experimental model worked at a radio
During World War II, Mr. Newhouse was in charge of frequency of 2300 to 4600 kHz [1], [2], [5].

a group of engineers concerned with the development of Professor Everitt and Mr. Newhouse took their model
military airborne radars and computers. After the war, he radio altimeter to the Wright Field Aircraft Radio Lab-
was in charge of development work in the fields of radar, oratory, Dayton, Ohio, then headed by the noted avia-
electronic analog and digital computers, radio communi- tion pioneer, A. F. Hegenberger.2 Hegenberger tested the
cation, and integrated weapons systems. He was respon- device in an airplane. It was determined that a higher
sible for the electronic engineering of the Distant Early radio frequency, as well as other technical improvements,
Warning Line across the arctic portion of North America, were needed.
and more recently was responsible for development work Newhouse shortly thereafter joined the Bell Telephone
in connection with the Nike antimissile defense system. Laboratories. At BTL, he and P. C. Sandretto became ac-
In 1965, he was appointed Director, Kwajalein Field quainted with each other's technical interests. In 1932,
Station, at the BTL field station on that island in the Mr. Sandretto joined United Air Lines, becoming the
Pacific Ocean, his current activity. Superintendent of Communications. At BTL, Mr.
Mr. Newhouse's involvement with radio altimetry be- Espenschied had made early proposals on radio altimetry

gan while he was still a senior and a graduate student at and had filed a patent application in 1930, issued in 1936,
Ohio State University, 1928 to 1930. His initial work at as discussed in Mr. Espenscheid's biography, which had
BTL was also in this field, in association with Mr. aroused considerable interest [2]. The interest of United
Espenschied. The involvement of Mr. Espenschied, co-
winner of the 1967 Pioneer Award, with radio altimetry
is related in his biographical-historical sketch. In that I Dr. Everitt is presently Dean of the College of Engineering, University of

Illinois, Urbana.
sketch there is told the story of the early beginnings of the 2 Co-winner of the 1958 Pioneer Award. See "1958 ANE Pioneer Award" (A. F.

ofrai *lier.Ta soysre qal Hegenberger, Co-Winner), IRE Trans. on Aeronautical and Navigational Electron-conceptfrL oatmty htsoysre qal as a ics, vol. ANP,-5, pp. 76-77, June 1958.
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Air Lines in the possibilities of radio altimetry led them, portant recommendations concerned the adoption of the
in 1937, to commission BTL to undertake further de- "Vortac" system, now in operational service by the FAA.
velopment. The BTL project was carried out by Mr. Mr. Newhouse served in 1958 as a member of the Depart-
Newhouse and several associates. In this BTL project, as ment of Defense Mutual Weapons Development Program
reported by Mr. Espenschied, the actual realization of Review Group. This group visited Europe to review radar
the altimeter models, as well as the subsequent design for development work undertaken for DOD by the British
manufacture by Western Electric, was largely the work of and the French. lie was also on the eight-man committee
Mr. Newhouse [2], [6]. Newhouse himself had taken out formed in 1961 at the request of President Kennedy to
several patents on improvements in radio altimeter tech- make a study and give recommendations on the safe and
niques [7]. efficient utilization of air space within the United States.

Detailed information on the BTL radio altimeter proj- The resulting study, "Project Beacon," proposed a five-
ect is given in the 1939 paper on the subject, co-authored year development plan for improvement of air traffic
by Espenschied and Newhouse [3]. During the war years, control, which is now being implemented.
the Radio Corporation of America produced a large Mr. Newhouse, like Pioneer Award co-winner Mr.
number of military radio altimeters similar in principle Espenschied, has gained "double-entry" into the IEEE
to the Western Electric device. These were known under through prior membership in each of the merged prede-
type numbers AYB-1 and RC-24. Various models have cessors, AIEE and IRE. In the IRE, in 1956 he was
been developed and manufactured since by a number of Secretary-Treasurer of PG-ANE, one of the merged
companies [8]-[l 1]. predecessors of the present G-AES; in 1957 he served as

In later years, radio altimeters came into extensive use Vice-Chairman of that IRE group. He is also a member
for both civil and military aviation. For various tech- of the American Association for the Advancement of
nical reasons, the pulse type is superior at very high ele- Sciences and of the honor societies Sigma Xi, Tau Beta
vations, say above 5000 feet. This type is used not so Pi., Eta Kappa Nu, and Pi Mu Epsilon.
much to provide terrain clearance information as to aid In 1938 Mr. Newhouse received the Lawrence B.
in the process of "pressure pattern" navigation, a tech- Sperry Award of the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences
nique used in high-altitude, long-distance flights. Coin- for "a notable contribution to the advancement of aero-
parison of "pressure altitude," indicated by a conven- nautics," referring to his pioneering work on radio
tional aneroid altimeter, with "absolute altitude," indi- altimeters [11]. In 1956 he was named a Fellow of the
cated by a radio altimeter, gives information on winds IRE for "his work in the fields of terrain clearance indi-
aloft. This permits determination of the most favorable cators, airborne communications, and military weapons
flight path. systems." In 1959 Mr. Newhouse received a Distinguished
For terrain clearance indications at moderate and low Alumnus Award from the College of Engineering, Ohio

elevations, the FM-CW radio altimeter provides superior State University. In 1965 he was awarded a plaque by the
accuracy and precision. Many commercial models are Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) for "distinguished pub-
available, operating substantially according to the prin- lic service as an advisor to the Federal Aviation Agency-
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